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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
No one can deny the important role that television plays in 
il America. In the home it is an immediate source of entertainment; the 
; viewer has only to turn the set on, whenever convenient, and one or more 
programs, depending on the number of stations in his locality, can be 
,! watched. He doesn't have to travel any distance to a theater; no money 
" 
1 has to be spent except for the cost of the set. If he chooses he may buy 
I the various products of the sponsors in order to keep the programs on the 
J air. News and world events through this new medium are presented with 
I 
realism. News pictures describe more adequately than what could be achiev-
I ed by words alone. People in all sections of the country are eye witnesses 
II 
to political conventions, inaugurations of important officials, sessions of 
~~ the United Nations, Congressional Investigating Committee hearings; major 
1 portions of the Coronation in London, were seen by Americans within a few 
I I hours after the actual ceremony. The potentialities of television for 
J education are just beginning to be realized. For both entertainment and 
1 education, the development of color television and tri-dimentional tele-
'I vision will provide even greater realism. 
Although television borrcwre from the older media of radio, motion 
ji pictures and theater, it is a distinct new medium in its own right. An 
I -1-
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I 
I I important consideration is: what is the proper relationship between picture 1 II 
I and sou_nd?. 
I 
To illustrate what might happen if television depended too much 
sound for presentation, let us consider what might occur if eve~y program 
were a simulcast. Discussion programs would present less of a problem. 
I' 
!! 
on l 
l 
I 
~'---- ==-
'l A panel of experts might be seen sitting around a table, while the chief 
importance of t his type of program would be what was said by the partici-
I pants. But with many of the other types of 
I Let us consider dramatic shows. Many could 
dio and television at the same time. These might contain fairly continuous 
dialogue; the picture serving as a background, showing action which is un-
ll necessary to the enjoyment and understanding of the story, although it may 
I enhance the viewer's pleasure. But if this became a general practice, the 
scope of television could be greatly limited. Some of the most realistic 
I and action-packed scenes would have to be omitted, for example gun fights, 
1! killers sneaking up etc. If they were readapted containing more verbal 
;1 descri ption, certain visual techniques would have to be eliminated such as 
1 the flash-back. (see page 42) 
Certain types of comedy could be presented on both radio and 
television simultaneously , but if this became a general practice there 
:: would be extensive limitations placed upon television. If action were 
I necessary to the understanding of the program, such as pantomime or an t ics 
1 by the performer, naturally enough, the radio listener would be lost. In 
I addition the listener might be annoyed by a studio audience laughing at 
I 
I something he couldn't see. 
The variety shows present somewhat the sa~e problem; many segments 
· which would be excellent for television could not easily be adapted for 
I 
I 
1 radio, (puppets) or would not hold the same interest. Fashions, although 
" verbally understood, might not be as enjoyable if not seen. On the other 
:1' hand, there have been times during simulcasts where verbal description is 
I . 
\ given for benefit of a radio audience. For example, occasionally Arthur 
=~o-=o-= 11 G<:_d_!rey .J:lpojlogiz~..,.to -~~ viewe~s for ta~ng time _ to describe ~ somet~ing _Eo_:_ 
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il his radio audience. 
This situation is especially pertinent vnth sports programs. 
il 'When a baseball simulcast is presented, does the viewer mind having plays 
!I described to him verbally as he is seeing them on the screen? ·would he 
,I 
., 
,\ feel the same way about football games, boxing and wrestling matches, and 
,I 
: other sports? Another i mportant problem must be considered. Occasionally 
I 
i some radio listeners will complain that certain commentators tend to ex-
:J aggerate what is happening, such as a play in baseball, f ootball or a punch 
I I, 
.l in boxing . The commentators may be b randed as being prejudi ced for a given 
' team or sports figure. If these s ports events were simul cast, the com-
;1 
~1 plaints mi~ht be much more numerous and emphatic; the televi sion viewer 
I would comr)lain that the commentator was not properly interpreting what he, 
il the vi ewe~, could see on the screen. 
I 
On t he othe r hand, it is conceivable 
I\ that more honest and accurate descriptions might result. 
I 
II 
I 
In addition to the factors that have already been mentioned it 
: is important to ask if r adio and t e levision were sJmchronized, would it be 
i 
I 
iworth while buying a televis i on set? 
1 In spite of t hese drawbacks, t here is a distinct need f or programs 
:1 f or the l istener. During t he day , f or example, busy housewives cannot be 
1
1\ex·oected t o do t heir housework and be able to keep one eye glued to the set; , 
\
1
it appears that the television industry is aware of t his fact. On TODAY 
;
11from seven to nine o 1 clock each morning, it is occasionally stated that view-
! ing is not necessary t o enjoy the program; audience participation shows make :I 
II 
11up a reasonable portion of the daytime program fare. These include: a) morn-
11 
.\ 
CBS; vmLCOI:IE TRAVELER, !I 
II 
;I j[ing , STHIKE IT RICH, CBS ., b) afternoon, BIG PAY OFF, 
I 
rTB C; FRIENDLY BANK; lJB.C . 
-3-
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:1 ---~e:-~-:on~ide: another segment of our popu~~tion, the visually -l 
i handicapp€d. This general category includes those people with minor defects I 
: and those who are legally regarded as blind. Should they be considered by 
1 t he industry as a potential audience? Of course a logical answer would be, 
!"Why bother? Let them listen to the radio which is designed for listening, 
1
1 or read braille books, or use talking-book machines manufactured especially 
11 seem particularly important. It could appear to the blind man that tele-
jVision news is made up of items appealing to the eye, regardless of its im-
11 
! portance in world affairs. The next program is a comedy-drama. There is 
I 
i too much pantomime to suit him, he does not find the jokes particu1arly 
, funny , but he follows the story quite well; his wife verbally describes 
il 
I 
I 
! 
I -s-
' -- -- --=--- =.__.;;;:_ _ ___:;:;,_ .::= - i o.=; - - -'-==---= 
' 1play in which there are long periods of silence, words alone do not int erpret1 
., the story, and even with assistance from his yfife, the blind man is at a loss11 
il and bored. This is in sharp contrast with t he preceding half hour. The 
i 
,
1
hour long play was very interesting; in some ways it seemed more realistic 
than plays on radio. 
These are two examples of how blind people might react to tele-
!vision. With the former man who feels left out, he may never enjoy or go 
!I to the movies. 'l'he second man might have had a background of frequent 
!movie going with his companion filling in on some of the details that he 
~ I . 
I' 
;I 
can not see. His movie attendance has helped adapt him for television. 
I 
interest-
1
) In view of this difference in backgrounds, it would be an 
1 ing problem to find out how s ighted people would react i f they were placed 
in t he same s i tuation as the blind. 
One means of solving this problem was to conduct an experiment !I 
• by placing two groups, one sighted and one blind, in a c ontrolled situation . ~~ 
liThe sighted s ubjects were not permitted to see what happened on the screen. 'I 
They were requested to turn down the vi deo knob of the i r television set and 
lif possible, to l i sten alone. If t he presence of other members of the fami-
'' l y made this procedure inconvenient, then the s ighted subjects were request-
!
! ' 
led to turn t heir backs to the screen; t his forced the sighted group into the 
'!same s i tuation 
I 
IJ or opinions of 
as the blind. In order not to be influenced by the r eactions 
others, both groups were requested not to discuss or hear 
!I 
II 
I 
I 
i' 
I 
II 
anything pertaining to a program until t hey had ansvmred the ques- 11 1ldi scussed 
I 
Jtionaire. 
I 
•j 
,, 
I' Both groups listened to thirteen pre-selected television programs. 11 
I 
,This experiment was an attempt to determine: 
I 
A· By nature of the fact that blind and s ighted people may have 
1
1different backgrounds and experiences, is one group better able to compre-
;l hend an oral presentation of television programs than t he other? 
iJ ~· Using a sample of different t ypes of tel evision programs, an 
! attempt was made to determine how adequately they can be understood and en-
' ---
11 j oyed without dependine on any visual element. Variables had to be consider~ 
' ed: did a subject not enjoy a particular program because t here was insuffi- I 
1l cient verbal continuity , lack of interest by the s ubject in that particular 
' t ype of program, poor performance, extreme prejudice by t he sub ject before 
I 
1 t he experiment? 
I' 
I• 
I 
I! 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
'I 
II 
:I 
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CI:T..APrER II 
PROCEDURE :J 
:I 
1
1 A. Subjects 
I 
II Eleven s ighted and ten blind persons participated i n the experi-
:: ment. In both groups the age and occupational distribution"V@:e varied. 
;! Among the sighted there were eight women and three men, r anging in a ge from 
~J thirty-two to seventy-nine. Occupations included i nvestment broker, manu-
:l facturer, retired secretary, student, housewives, etc. Among the blind the 
I ratio was equal between male and female, five of each. The age group ranged 
I 
: from t wenty-ei ght to sixty-eight. By occupation, the majority are active 
1
1 in various t ypes of work for t he blind. In both groups t he educational 
!! backgrounds encompassed grammar school to college graduate degrees. Informa-
l! tion about each subject follows: 
I 
I 
'I 
!I 
1. Si ghted 
A. Female, h2 years old, married, two chil dren, high school 
graduate, additional traini ng at Si~nons College and 
Katherine Gibbs Secretarial School, housewife. 
B. Female, 79 years old, widow, living with s on's family, 
grammar school graduate. 
c. Female, hh years old, mar ried, one child, Academy 
of Nursing graduate, housev.rife . 
D. Female, 65 years old, single, high school graduate, 
additional courses at Hitchcock Secretarial School, 
r eti red secretary, now housekeeper for blind nephew. 
~== -=----== :=.=-==-~ = --=--===-=============="""=== 
l 
I 
I 
I 
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II 
I• 
,, 
11 2. Blind 
=---==-=-~~==='--'""===-
E. Male, 49 years old, married, no children, Harvard College 
graduate, investment broker. 
F. Female, 41 years old, married, 3 children, high school 
graduate, housewife. 
G. Female, 41 years old, married, no children, hi gh school 
graduate, housewife. 
H. Female, 60 years old, single, high school graduate, 
additional business school courses, now guide for 
blind home teacher at the State Division for the 
Blind. 
I. Male, 32 years old, married, 2 children, graduate 
student at Boston University , candidate for 
M. s. degree. 
J. Hale, 40 years old, married, two children, Harvard 
College graduate, manufacturer. 
K. Female, age about 45 years, marr ied, no children, 
t wo years college, one year business school, now 
assistant to a field worker at State Division for 
t he Blind. 
)j A. Male , a ge 38, married, two children, college graduate, 
!I soci al worker for Massachusetts Division for the Blind, 
blind s ince infancy. 
-8-
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B. Female, 28 years old, single, has received M. s. degree, 
social worker for State Division, side vision since eighth 
grade, blind 16 years. 
c. Female, 50 years old, married, no children, high school 
graduate, one year Harvard Course (a course given by 
Perkins Institution for the Blind in collaboration with 
Harvard University in the training of teachers for the 
blind), now proof reader at Howe Memorial Press, Perkins 
Institution, blind since i nfancy. 
D. Male, 52 years old, married, no children, high school 
graduate, in addition s ome correspondence courses, 
braille proof reader at Hmve Memorial Press, blind 
36 years. 
E. Female, 63 years old, single, high school graduate, 
Normal School, home teacher for the blind, blind 
since infancy. 
F. Male, 68 years old, high school graduate, a few additional 
courses at Boston College, retired field worker for State 
Division, now doing volunteer work at National Braille 
Press, blind since age of five. 
G. Male, 38 years old, married, no children, has received 
M. s. degree Boston College, social worker for State 
Division, has been blind 18 years. 
--==-=- -=== --==~ 
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H. Female, 51 years old, married, one child, two years high 
school, art school, hous~tife, blind 23 years. 
I . Male, 54 years old, married, one child, high school 
graduate, field worker for State Division, blind 23 years. 
J. Female, 30 years old, married, no children, college 
graduate, proof reader at National Braille Press, 
has had very poor sight most of her life, t otally 
blind 8 years. 
1 B. Programs 
i 
The experiment was conducted over a two-week period, from 
I I Ma~ch second to March fifteenth, 1953. Subjects listened to thirteen 
I pre-selected programs. In order that the results might be more valid, 
11 the participants in the experiment were requested to listen to the same 
!J programs for 
~~ hours, eight 
i, Il1 
an additional week. The total listening time was sixteen 
per week. 
selecting the programs to be heard by the subjects a sample 
~~ of different types was formulated. Certain varieties were not included, 
li (audience participation, boxing, wrestling, discussions, etc.). For ex-
~~ ample, boxing and wrestling were not included because there is little des-
j cription if any, of t he actual contest. In considering the programs for 
,, 
j the experiment, limitations were present. The subjects graciously and 
!voluntarily sacrificed considerable time. To them gratitude should be I' 
I I' : sincerely extended. Naturally enough it was necessary to select programs 
I I 
-10-
:which were scheduled durinr; the most convenient hours. Listening was con- I 
1 fined to four evenings per week, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Sunday. ~ 
:I 
-=- r- -~ -=-==-=-=- . ~~=--' - - -
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1Following are the types of programs that were used in the experiment. 
I Monday - l1arch 2 and 9 I . 
NENS 
I LOVE LUCY 
ROBERT MONTGOMERY PRESENTS 
,: Tuesday - March 3 and 10 . 
I 
II 
,I 
I 
•I 
li 
JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE 
MILTON BERLE 
FIRESIDE THEATRE 
SUSPENSE 
DANGER 
;! Thursday - March 5 and 12 
'I II 
~I 
:I 
I 
I 
I 
DRAGNET 
BIG TOV'lN 
ADVEl'TTURES OF O.ZZIE AND B.ARRIET 
:!s unday - Harch 8 and 15 
ED. SULLIVAN 
PHILCO-GOODYF..AR PLAYHOUSE 
CHANNEL 4 
CHANNEL 7 
CFANNEL 4 
CHANNEL 4 
CILI.\.i'JNEL 4 
CHJtNNEL 4 
CHANNEL 7 
CHANNEL 1 
CHANNEL h 
CHANNEL 7 
CHANNEL 4 
CHANNEL 7 
CHANNEL 4 
7:15 to 7:30 P. M. 
9:00 to 9 :30 P.M. 
9:30 to 10:30 P. M. 
7:45 to 8:00 P.ivf . 
8:00 to 9:00 P.M. 
9t00 to 9:30 P.M. 
9:30 to 10:00 P.M. 
10:00 to 10:30 P.M. 
9:00 to 9:30 P.M. 
9:30 to 10:00 P.M. 
10:30 to 11:00 P . J'vi. 
8:00 to 9:00 P.M. 
9:00 to 10:00 P.M. 
-11-
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11. News Programs 
Two fifteen minute newscasts were included: SHAVfMUT NIGHTLY 
11 l\TEWSTELLER with c. T. Scanlon, and CAMEL NEWS CARAVAN with John Cameron 
' Swayze, on Tuesdays. Thus we had a combination of a local newscaster along 
'I • , 
:I with a nationally famous commentator presented with a s omewhat different 
I 
· slant and a ppeal. 
I 
il 
li 2. Comedy 
'l'wo comedies were included: I LOVE LUCY, and THE ADVENTURES OF 
!I OZZIE AND H.f..&.'liET. Both of t hese programs are situation comedy dramas 
jl built around central characters, 
I 
3. Variety Shows 
,! 
,varied. 
Crime T:>rograms 
Two crime programs were i ncluded: BIG TOWN and DRAGNET. Their 
I 
:
1
manner of presentation is somewhat different. In BIG TOWN , a newspaper 
1
1 reporter, Steve Wilson, relates to his audience, through Miss 
I. 
ll how he helped capture a law breaker. DRAGJ\TJ<::T though, is more of a docu- , 
-12-
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Kilburn, l 
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II 
il 
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•mentary, the action taking place in the present. 
5. Mystery Programs 
A separate category was made for mystery separated from crime in 
programs where the element of myste~J and suspense prevails. The two 
·I programs selected were: SUSPENSE and DANGER. 
I 
6. Dramatic Shows 
It was decided to have a category devoted to straight dramatic 
' II shows in which the plays might pertain to any subject. T\vo hour-long, and 
!I one half-hour program were selected: ROBERT MONTGOMERY PRESENTS, PHILCO-
Ii GOODYF.AR PLAYHOUSE, and " , FIRESIDE THEATRE. 
-13-
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I 
C. Measuring Instruments 
1. Questionnaire (sample as follows) 
PROGRAM 
D.fiTE 
TH1E 
YOUR NAME 
TEL. NO. 
ADDRESS 
1. A. How did you follow what went on? 
1 . With no difficul ty 
2. With some difficulty 
3. With considerable difficulty 
h. With very much difficulty 
B. 'Why? 
2. A. How much did you enjoy the program? 
1. Liked very much 
2. Li ked somewhat 
3. Neutral 
4. Disliked somewhat 
5. Disliked very much 
B. Vfhy? 
DJPORTANT - Answer IJ'lHY with critical evaluation. 
Please return all papers as soon as possible to 
Robert Fried 
15 Bonad Road 
Vfest NmTton,Mass. 
-lh-
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were to indicate, 
(1) their ability to follow each program using a four point scale 
with (a) E2 difficulty, (b) with~' (c) with considerable and (d) 
iJ with very much difficulty. For the second question 
I (2) t hey were asked how much t hey enjoyed the same program using a 
five point scale: (a) liked very much; (b) liked somewhat; (c) neutral; 
(d) di sliked somewhat and (e) disliked very much. For the second half of 
both questions, . the subjects were asked to indicate why to their given 
r es ponses. 
The answers to the above were listed on a chart. For example: 
!I if a subject checked the second position on the four point scale of ques-:-
il 
11 tion one (or B) , he followed with ~ diffi culty, therefore a number two 
I 
IJ indicating the second choice was placed in the column under Question One 
" for that particular person. The reason why ( or Part B) to his given re-
sponse was more difficult to chart; therefore a simple code was devised 
using the followi ng symbols: 
1. C indicated continuity ; 
2. Q indicated the quality of the program; 
3. P whenever performance by those participating on the 
show· was mentioned; 
4. A annoyances, such as long periods of silence, audience 
laughter; 
5. E indicated when subjects reported helpfulness of 
sound effects; 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
6. F familiarity with a progr am, story or performers; 
7. s indicated subject matter; 
8. I whenever irritation was mentioned, such as music 
during newscasts; 
9. v indicated a void as 
-
to the meaning of t he program. 
These symbols were placed under column B in red or black letters; 
I 
I 
t he red I -
1! ed those 
I 
designated negative or poor reactions, and the black letters indicat 
I 
I 
There were a few instances when subjects did not answer the second I 
comments which were favorable. 
'I part 
thi s 
:J 
of the question or Rive reasons why they did not enjoy the program; in I 
case they are identified on the chart as neutral or disliked whichever 
1 
" number they had checked. 1 
I' II 
I 
:i 
lj 
I 
I 
I 
1) 
I 
===--- - ----=-~ = =--~---=---=-=-----=- --=-=--=--o-
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I 
II 
1\
2
• 
'I 
Interview 
I Almost immediately after the experiment was concluded, a follow-up 
,, 
II interview took place. The following questions wer e asked: (a) In what ways II 
'I do you or do you not find television ent ertaining? This question was asked \I 
, to ascertain if possible t heir reaction to television in general, especially jl 
,I 
I ·,j with the blind. II 
1\ 
(b) What types of television programs do you prefer, fee l neutral 
!I about, or like least? 
(c) \Vhat types of radio programs do you prefer, feel neutral about, 
1 or like least? These t~o questions were asked in order to discover the gen-
1 . 
eral tastes of the sub jects. Thi s would aid in evaluating the amount of en-
'1 I, j oyment of the selected programs versus their usual preferences . 
(d) Which of the programs designated for the experiment do you 
:)watch regularly, occasionally or for the first time? This might be a fac-
'!tor in eliminating prejudice. For example: a sighted person may never watch 
l!a particular program, because he does not like t he show. On the other hand, 
'lsol:'leone who watches a program regularly may have enjoyed listening to it, or 
I . 
!have been annoyed for having the visual element removed. 
'I 
II (e) For which of the selected programs do you hear a corresponding \ 
one on radio? (DRAGNET radio and DRAGNET television). For those who may lis- 11 
I 
r en to the radio more than television this would achieve somewhat the same 
t bjective as asking which programs he regularly watches. 
I' 
i\ 
(f) Blind _ subjects were asked to · give their opinion as to the value ll 
\ 
of t e levision for the blind i n general. 
I 
-=-==--- """7" 
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3. Log 
For each program of the experiment a log was kept by a sighted 
person who was asked to observe, time, and record anything that actually 
occurred on the screen. A code was devised to be used in representing 
II 
1! what actually took place durin~ the program in terms of sight and sound. 
j
1 
These sight and/ or sound elements for which code symbols were allotted 
·were: 
l. ~ indicating action where vision is necessary to comprehend 
, the program 1 s meaning; 
2. ~sustaining action, with vision not necessary for understand-
ing, but admittedly adding to one's pleasure; 
3. g spot humor, spontaneous reaction to something funny; 
4. ~ laughter, sustained periods of laughter by the audience 
at performer's actions or words; 
5. ~emotions, any expression on a person's face which reveals 
, his particular feelings; 
6. 9_ any hint or cue of an inhuman nature on the screen which 
may anticipate a future development in the story. {Flashes of lightning 
II without thunder signifying an appr oaching storm; background scenery as 
~~ to location; sudden changes of mood and other means such as titles, to 
I assist the viewer). 
The log was divided into two columns: with sound and without 
sound. With this prearranged code, the observer timed (over three 
seconds) the elements as indicated above; this was entered with appropri-
ate symbols i n the appropriate column. An example follows for FIRESIDE 
_ _;_--=o- == = "==== 
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THEATRE - vVBZ-TV- N. B.C., Channel 4, March 3, 1953, Green Acres-
I 9:00p.m., sponsored by Crisco-Ivory Soap. A brief account of the story 
follows: 
It was a psychological drama about a prisoner of war and his 
return home. After Richard's escape and treatment at a Tokyo Hospital, 
he was di scharged and returned to his home in Green Acres. The doctors 
hoped tha t being with his girl Margaret, and his 1.mcle, would speed his 
convalescence and mental state. 
The story was involved vnth other psychological factors: Richard's 
uncle, whose welcome appeared to Richard at first as genuine, was i n actual-! 
I 
I 
. ity a pretense. During Richard's absence, t he uncle had misappropriated 
his nephew's funds; in addition he had planned to keep the Green Acres 
Estate f or himself. By various means the uncle attempted to break dovm 
,1 Richard's mental condition until Richard suddenly became aware of his 
il 
I 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
:I 
·I 
I 
uncle's evil intentions. He finally married Margaret and t he play was 
happily concluded. 
l 
II 
II 
!I 
II 
-19-
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Log for the opening of FIRESIDE THEATRE - March 3, 19.53 - Green Acres 
Without sound 
Time Symbol 
12 sec. Q (title, place) 
21 It 
7 11 
22 It 
8 II 
II 
6 II 
.5 11 
A intro, no verbal sense 
A treatment within barbed-
wire fence of what later 
developed to be POW 
A escape and transfer of prisoner 
to TokiJO hospi tal 
electric storm, drivine rain 
leading to •••••••••••••••••• 
A and Q rapid change of scenes, 
and mood, finally to uncle's 
action at Green Acres before 
receiving letter from Dr. in 
Tokyo re: nephew at present 
mentally distressed soon to 
vi s i t uncle and home. 
A and E uncle 's reaction and 
disPleasure over retliTn. Pl ay 
nmv s hows psychological pr ob-
l ems to come • 
A rapid change to living room and 
visit t oget her re: wine etc. 
-=--:: ___ ..= 
With sound 
Time Symbol 
10 sec. ~ hastily riding 
in aeroplane t hrough elecll 
tric storm, now heard 
3 sec. S arrival in Tokyo ll 
(One might decide arriv~l , 
by plane but place still I 
not given) . 
8 sec. A and E deceiving 
sound of mugging wine vrit lii 
hot poker which has delib.ll. 
erate frightening effect II 
on invalid 
1 
I 
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:j CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
As stated in the introduction on page o, the experiment was con-
ducted to determine: 
A· By the nature of the fact that blind and sighted people may 
have different backgrounds and experiences, is one gr oup better able to 
comprehend an oral presentation of television programs than the other? 
~· Using a sample of different tYPes of television progr ams, 
an attempt was made to determine how adeq1mtely they can be understood 
and enjoyed without depending on any visual element. 
In the previous chapter it was mentioned t hat subjects were 
questioned concerning two factors for each program. (There was a Part B 
for each of these questions which contained a why or reason for their 
given responses that will be used as reference i n the discussion). A 
four point scale was used for Question One, ranging from 11 followed with 
no difficulty" to "very much diff iculty"; a five point scale was used 
for Question Two, ranging from 11 liked ver y much11 to 11 disliked very much". 
The followint; method was used to calculate the results. The 
s ubjects were divided into tvlfO groups: blind and s ighted. 
Each questionnaire for each program was examined. If a subject 
had chosen number one on the scale, this indicated t hat he had foll~led 
vtith E5: difficulty; i f he had chosen number two he had followed with some 
difficulty; number t hr ee with considerable diffi culty; and number four 
very ~ difficulty. His choice was placed on a chart under the appro-
priat e coltmm for his appropriate group under Question One (ability to 
I 
i 
1 -
! 
- -~ ---= -=- - =- ~---
11 
I 
II 
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follow). How well all the subjects had followed was determined in the 
same manner. !i 
II The identical process was utilized for their degree of enjoyment. 
I 
If a subject had chosen number one, this indicated that he had liked the 
pr ogram very much; if he had chosen number two he had liked it somewhat; 
!j he was neutral about the program if he had chosen number t hree; he had 
I II disliked it if he had chosen number four; and he had disliked it very much I 
if he had chosen numt er five. His appropriate choice was placed in the I 
" appropriate column for his group under enjoyment. 
The choice of numbers on the scale which t he subjects of a 
s pecific group had indicated for f ollowing t he program were added to-
gether; t his total was divided by the number of subjects in that specific 
group who had listened to thH program. An average for following each · 
program was t hereby determined. This was done for each week separatel y 
in order to compare one week against t he other; it was computed also for 
the two weeks together. In presenting the following re.sults only the 
fi g~res for both weeks together will be used. 
An average for the enjoyment of each program was also establish-
ed in the same manner; the figur e for both weeks togethAr will also be 
1 presented. John Cameron Swayze 1 s program will be used here as an example. 
q 
11 CAMEL NE'NS CARAVAN - WBZ-TV- N.B.C. - March 2 and 9, 1953- 7:45p.m. I . 
Sponsored by : R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. 
Ei ght blind subjects heard this program the first week; seven 
rl the second. It was f ound t hat all followed with EE_ difficulty and there-
!! fore had checked number one on the scale. The total in the columns for 
I 
1
,1 both weeks was 15. 5 1 This was divided by 1 , the number of b ind subjects 
- -=-~- ~- =-===--= -- -- ---
: 
! 
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~· -- -~~~ ~J~he~cthsad heard t he program. The average was 1.00. Among the sighted sub-
who had heard t his program t here were nine f or the first week; s even 
'I f or the second. It was f ound t 0at ten of them had followed with no diff i-
1 culty , and t heref ore had checked number one on t he scale; t hat s i x had 
followed vrit h ~ difficulty and had checked number two. The total in 
t he columns f or both weeks was 22. This was divided by 16, the number of 
sighted subjects who had participated. The average was 1.37. The results I 
i for following Swayze's program f or both weeks ·were 1. 00 f or the blind; 
I 1.37 for t he sighted. 
II 
This indicates that t he blind had followed t he pro-
'I 
II 
II 
I 
II 
1\ 
gram better t han t he sighted. 
The en,joyment of both groups was established by t he same means. 
Ei ght blind subjects heard the program for the first week; seven the second 
week. Nine subjects liked the program very much therefore t hey checked 
number one; f i ve liked it somewhat and checked number two; one was neutral 
and checked number three. The total i n the columns for enjoyment for the 
blind was 22. This was divided by 15, t he number who listened. The aver-
age was 1.46 
Among t he sighted subjects nine had parti cipated for the first 
week; seven t he second. Of the sixteen, ten subjects had liked t he pro gram 
very much and had checked number one; five had liked it s omewhat and had 
checked number two. The total in t he columns for enjoyment for t he sighted 
was 20. This was divided by 16 (s ubjects) with an average of 1.25. The 
results for the enjoyment of Swayze 1 s program for both weeks ·were: 1.46 for 
the blind; 1.25 f or the sighted. From t hese averages it can be seen that 
t he enjoyment of Swayze's program of both groups was nearly the same, al-
though the sighted enjoyed it slightly more than the blind. 
==~=========-~~=-=-~==================-=~=-====-=-==-~=====-~ 
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I The results in the following pages were calculated according to 
the procedure above. 
In order to make a comparison of one program in relation to the I 
other twelve in the experiment, a rank order was made ranging from one to 
thirteen. Three separate rank orders were made for their ability to follow; 
their enjoyment; and the log. It was found that the blind followed Swayze's I 
program better than any of the other twelve programs; t hus the rank order 
for this program among the blind was 1. With the sighted however, it was 
the t hird easiest to follov'l, therefore a rank order of 3. was established. 
It was found t hat both groups had enjoyed Swayze 1s program equally well in 
comparison to the enjoyment of the other twelve programs; a rank order of 
3 for both groups was established. 
It was mentioned in the previous chapter that a log was set up to 
determine the amount of time which elapsed for something to happen on the 
screen i n terms of sight and sound. The program which contained the least 
amount of time i n which action took place on the screen was ranked number 
one. The program that registered the greatest amount of time when action 
took place was ranked thirteen. Between the two fifteen minute newscasts 
there was little discrepancy in the rank order of the log; between the 
half-hour programs however, there was a noticeable difference. For example: ' 
The rank order of the log for I LOVE LUCY was 3, while for BIG TOWl~ it was 
13. 
I n the presentation of the results, each of the six categories of 
programs (news, comedy , variety shows, crime, mystery, and drama) will be 
treated separately. The following order will be observed: 
I. Results of all programs within a given category 
----- r 
,, 
I 
I 
:I 
I 
I' I 
II 
It 
ij 
d 
I 
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A. Question One (ability to follow) 
1. Blind 
2. Sighted 
B. Question Two (enj oyment) 
1. Blind 
2. Sighted 
c. Log (the n~mber of minutes and seconds of actual happenings 
f or each program). 
II. Discussion 
III. Rank Order 
===~==== -~----=--=== - --=--==---=-
=-=--~--
A. News 
II I . 
,, 
I 
I 
jl 
'I 
J 
II t he 
'I 
II 
·I 
SHAWMUT NI GHTLY NE/NSTELLER WBZ-TV Channel 4 
March 2 and 9, 1953 7:15 p. m. 
c. T. Scanlon, cormnentator: sponsored by National Shawmut Bank 
and 
CJ.tMEL NEWS CARAVAN WBZ-TV Channel 4 N. B.C. 
March 2 and 9, 1953 7:45 p. m. 
John Cameron Swayze, cormnentator: sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co 
Results 
A. Question One (ability to follow) 
c. T. Scanlon Swayze 
1. Blind: 1.25 Blind: 1.00 
2. Sighted: 1.50 Si ghted:l.37 
The blind followed both Scanlon and Swayzes' programs better than 
sighted. 
B. Question Tao (enjoyment) 
c. T. Scanlon Swayze 
1. Blind: 2.12 Blind: 1.46 
2. Si ghted: 2.37 Sighted: 1.12 
The blind seemed t o have engoyed Mr. Scanlon better than the 
II s i ghted; however the reverse was true for Mr. Swayze. 
c. Log 
The log indi cated 13 s econds of .action for Scanlon and 6 seconds 
Swayze. 
-26-
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II. m_scussion 
A. Newscast 
It was found t hat preference for radio news was not confined to 
t he blind. Television news as news is realistic in that one can see an 
event as it is described; generally radio news is more comprehensive. In 
t he interview only one subject who was blind expressed preference for tele-
, vision news. il 
IJ j: Mr. Scanlon's newscast was criticized t he most. For both :Mr. ScanJ
1 I len's and Wrr. Swayze's programs, the subjects complained t hat there was too I 
much reliance on films; in t he interview one sighted subject commented 
t hat television news in general relies too much on tabloids. 
l~lthough both groups followed the newscasts about the same, t here 
was a s harp contrast in the enjoyment of the two programs. It was found 
that Mr. Swayze's program far excelled that of Mr. Scanlon. Out of seven- I 
teen people who heard Mr. Swayze, fifteen commented favorably on his quality 
and performance. Dicti on, for example was regarded as clear and distinct II 
by Swayze; whi l e Scanlon spoke in a muffled, monotonous voice and oftentime~ 
ll too quickly . Out of nine people who heard Scanlon, six felt his quality, I 
~~ subject matter and performance were poor, although t hey could follow quite I 
:; well. The ten s ighted who heard hi m did not follow him .as well as the blind 
:I I 
lj did; their cri t i cisms were for the same reasons. During t he int erview it 
' was discovered that four subjects disliked Scanlon, however only one of them 
I seemed to i ndicate his di slike on t 1> e questionnaire. 
' 
i\ Further evi dence of the contrast was in the comparison of the rank 
I 
·I 
order for enjoyment. Of t he t hirteen programs for both groups, Swayze was 
t he third most enjoyed while Scanlon was t i ed for seventh place. 
I 
I 
II 
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B. Annoying and confusing elements. 
It was brought out t hat music as a background tot he news was 
annoying. This is understandable when one is merely listening. The wea-
ther report during Scanlon's program was regarded as silly . Another annoy-
ance t hat was mentioned was 11war sounds" during Swayze's pr ogram with neriodb 
- . - . I 
of no verbal description. There was also c onfusion during Swayze 1 s program I 
by rapid changes from place to place with different voices . (Interviews 
wit h people in Washington, guests during commercials, etc.). This requires 
a greater amount of concentration which seemed t o be burdensome. 
I ir--=--
1 
II 
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I III. 
I 
Rank Order 
I 
I 
I 
A. Question One (ability to follow) 
In comparison with the other twelve programs, c. T. Scanlon's 
II program ranked fifth as easiest to follow among the blind, while it ranked 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1
11 
ll 
fourth among the sighted. John Cameron Swayze 1 s program was the easiest 
to follow among the blind but ranked third with the sighted. 
B. Question Two (enjoyment) 
Both the blind and sighted group enjoyed Scanlon's program about 
the same, however, the degree of enjoyment in comparison with the twelve 
other programs was 7.5 for both groups. The rank order for Swayze's pro-
gram was also the same for both groups in their enjoyment, 3. 
-29-
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B. Comedy Dramas 
I LOVE LUCY WNAC-TV Channel 7 C.B.S. 
Monday I~rch 2 and 9, 1953 9:00 p.m. 
Sponsored by Phillip Morris 
and 
THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE AND F..ARRIET WBZ-TI Channel 4 A. B.C. 
Thursday March 5 and 12, 1953 10:30 p.m. 
Sponsored by Hotpoint and Listerine 
I. Results 
A. Question One (ability to follow) 
I LOv""E LUCY .ADVENTURES OF OZZIE M!D HARRIET 
1. Blind: 1. 72 Blind: 1.23 
2. Sighted: 1. 72 Sighted: 1.18 
Both groups followed I LOVE LUCY equally as well. The sighted 
followed THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE AND HARRIET better than the blind. 
B. Question Two (enjoyment) 
I LOVE LUCY ADVENTURES OF OZZ IE AND HARRIET 
1. Blind: 2.44 Blind: 1.38 
2. Sighted:· 2. 72 Sighted: 1.27 
The blind enjoyed I LOVE LUCY slightly more than the sighted; 
however the sighted subjects enjoyed THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE AND HARRIET 
;I as well as followed slightly more t han the blind. 
c. Log 
The log recorded one minute, twenty-four sec onds f or I LOVE LUCY 
11 _30-
11 
:I 
II 
,, 
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il ADVENTURES OF OZZ IE MID HARRIET. 
:j 
II. Discussion 
A. liAbility to Follow" versus 11 Enjoyrnent11 • 
In the interview it was found tha t five blind people disliked 
'' comedy either on radio or television; on t he other hand one other blind 
person prefers slapstick comedy because "they are unpretentious". This 
II 'I experiment has indicated t hat a good story especially the second week of 
I 
I 
il 
:, 
II 
:I 
I 
the ADVEN'rURES OF OZZ IE AND HARRIET, could be enjoyed. For the two weeks 
both groups put the ADVE~fTURES OF OZZIE AND HARRIET program at the top of 
the list for enjoyment; for the blind it was tied with DRAGNET at 1..5, 
while for the sighted it was ranked number l. 
For the first week of I LOVE LUCY, the first half of the program 
'I contained a good deal of dialogue between Lucy and her husband which was 
I 
il 
II 
I, 
I 
11 
q 
II 
mentioned as "not being particularly funny". The second half could not be 
easily enjoyed. Lucy's antics with little verbal description made up al-
most the remai nder of t he program. It is my opinion that if this program 
was intended t o have been a comedy drama as such, it lacked unity as well 
as a basic story. Out of the nineteen subjects who listened, fourteen 
followed with little or no difficulty, however six sighted and two blind / 
persons expressed s pecifi cally annoyance and irritation as reas ons for thei 
lack of enjoyment. The sighted were especially annoyed because they were 
not permitted to see what was going on. Because the presentation of t his 
program relies to such a degree on antics and pantomime, it is understand-
able why one who is only listeninr:; with the vi deo portion of the program 
removed, might derive but little pleasure or enjoyment. One reason why 
-31-
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the sighted did not enjoy this program as much as the blind, may be that soJ~ '· 
'I of the siP"hted subJ·ects who regularl y watch this program became frustrated II 
0 I 
with the visual element removed. The blind are probably better adjusted 
and are more tolerant to this situation. 
The subjects in general, found t he program of the second week 
eas i er to follmv. Seven out of s jxteen followed with no difficul~J ; 
l! the other nine followed with a little. On the whole they seemed to enjoy 
II 
!I the second week more, with five of the sixteen participants liking the 
I 
i 
·I program very much. There was some uncertainty about actions that occurred I 
! which necessitated t he supplementing of imagi nation, which several found 1!\ 
'I il burdensoT'le. For example, 11 I wasn't sure whether Rick:-,y received a black eye 
or not •11 They appear to have understood t he action that oc_curred but were 
i not content to "trust" t heir imagination when there was insufficient verbal 
I t · ·t , con mul y . 
!I 
THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE AND HAful.IET presented a somewhat different 
:1 s i t uation. Thirteen people followed the programs with no difficulty. It 
II 
1was descri bed as having a similar format to its corresponding one on radio. 
II 
Most of the humor was based largely on what was said rather than antics and 
I 
•pantomime. One found difficulty in following the first week and commented 
~~ on not liking t hat t ype of comedy ; however he followed and enjoyed the second 
r eek which had a more "pleasing story11 accordi ng to him. It appears that 
it is necessary to dt stinguish between difficulty in follm·ling a program 
,I 
~ecause of insufficient verbal continuity, or inability to follow because 
I 
l~he program is of poor quality and does not hold the person's interest. Thts 
'particular example is easi er to sight cons idering that the ma jority f ollowed 
tvi th little or no di ffi culty -~n~_ ~o~found t~~- q~a~it ____2f __ th~ s e..con_9._sh.oyt _ 
I = o= ·. ·- --= --~ - - - --·- ·-
:1 
I 
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:j better. There are occasions when it is hard to determine which factor is 
predominant. Only by discovering the likes and dislikes of the subjects 
and analyzing the results of the program can an approximate evaluation be 
made. 
B. Enjoyment and Ability to Follow versus Log 
As noted in the fi gures above, both groups enjoyed and followed 
the ADVENTURES OF OZZIE AI:'ill HARRIET much more than I LOVE LUCY, although 
. I 
il the log recorded that twelve seconds more of action took place in which 
I 
:I 
they missed something. The discrepancy of the two programs may be due part 
l y to the large amount of pantomime in I LOVE LUCY. I t is my opinion that 
the main reason the ADVENTURES OF OZZIE MID F.ARRIET was enjoyed much more 
is because the program utilizes principally the same format as its corres-
ponding radio program. Verbal continuity was excellent throughout. A 
greater difference between the log and t heir enjoyment and ability to follo 
will be found in DRAGNET. 
III. Rank Order 
A. Question One (ability to follow) 
I LOVE LUCY THE ADVENTURES OF OZZI E M~D HARRIEr 
- - -- -- _ ___;_;;;;= 
1. Blind: 7. Blind: 3.5 
2. Sighted: 7. Sighted: 2. 
· For both groups the rank order for the following of I LOVE LUCY, 
in comparison t o the other twelve programs was 7. The sighted followed 
1 THE ADV]J~TURES OF OZZIE AND HARRIET better than the blind. 
I 
II -~" 1 
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B. Question Two (enjoyment) 
I LOVE LUCY THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE AND HARRIET 
1. Blind: 11. Blind: 1 • .5 
2. Sighted: Sighted: 1 . 
Although both groups followed I LOVE LUCY equally as well, the 
enjoyment was better with t he sighted. This may be due to the fact that 
five blind subjects expressed dislike of comedy in general . 
c. Log. 
The log indicated that 1 minute, 24 seconds of action took place 
in I LOVE LUCY, establishing a rank order for the log at 3 ; t he log in-
dicated 1 minute, 36 seconds for t he ADVENTURES OF OZZIE AND 1-lJ\.RRI ET es-
tablishing its rank order at number 4. 
c. Variety Shows 
TEXACO STAR THEATRE W13Z-TV Channel 4 N. B.C. 
Tuesday March 3 and 10, 19.53 8:00 p.m. 
Milton Berle Texaco Co . 
TOAST OF THE TOWN W13Z-TV Channel 4 N. B. C. 
Sunday March 8 and 1.5, 19.53 8: 00 p. m. 
Ed Sullivan Lincoln-Mercury 
I. Results 
A. Question One (ability to follow) 
MILTON BERLE ED SULLIVAN 
1. Blind: 1.78 Blind : 1. 64 
2 . Sighted: 1. 86 Sighted: 1.60 
II 
II I 
1 -
I 
II 
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!! The blind followed hulton Berle a little better t han t he sighted, 
:i 
I! 
:j 
,, 
II 
.! 
however the sighted followed Ed Sullivan a little better than the blind. 
B. Question Two (enjoyment) 
MILTON BERLE 
1. Blind: 2.78 
2. Sighted: 3.00 
c. Log 
MILTON B~RLE: 5 minutes, 50 sec onds 
ED SULLIVAN: 7 minutes, 53 seconds. 
I I. Discussion 
A. MILTON BERLE 
ED SULLIVAN 
Blind: 2.06 
Sighted:l.93 
It appears t hat in this program there was considerable prejudice, 
'
1 especially among the sighted who do not like either }Jilton Berle or his 
l 
! program. A somewhat different point of view was that Berle had improved 
I 
Out of both groups, seventeen sub-1
1
1 
since t hey had last heard or seen him. 
jects listened to his programs and although over half followed him with no 
I 
'I II difficulty, they were annoyed, i r ritated over audience laughter, and in 
II general disliked ei t her Berle or his program. The enjoyment of MILTON BERLE 
for instance was placed next t o the bottom of the list for the blind. Many 
enjoyed the guest stars on the program, especially Mollie Goldberg who ap-
peared on t he first week. I n general the comments about the music were 
f avorable. Les Paul and Mary Paul appeared and i ntroduced their latest 
recording. In addition there were singing and dance r outines. 
I 
I 
I 
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One comment \ 
was tha t the orchestra was too loud which made it difficult to understand I 
-~~-~~~~ the words being sung. 
II 
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The second week featured as guests: Rochester and Bob Crosby of 
the Jack Benny radio program. There were varied opinions about this show; 
t here was some doubt ab out the sound of an automobile, and uncertainty as 
to whether it was actually on t he stage. 
B. ED SULLIVAN 
I t appears t hat both groups followed both weeks without too much 
di fficulty, nowever the reactions of Ed Sullivan's TOAST OF THE TOVfN were 
vari ed both in ability to follow and enjoy. This might be due to the 
'I 
I 
I 
.I 
II 
difference in the sub ,jects 1 tastes concerning variety shows in general; I 
t here was a difference of opinion concerning what was necessary to b e seen II 
in order to be appreciated. For example: during the first program there 
II 
Some listeners, by hearing the sing- ,1 
ll 
was a womens' drill team performing. 
ing and clapping hands, could obtain a good sense of rhythm, and imagine 
" 
t he action. Others felt cheated by not being able to see the act. ' . . II A Slml-
1! 
1 lar example w-as in the second program vrhen Peg Leg Bates gave a dance per- II 
II 
I 
formance i n whj_ch t he rhythm of tapping feet could be heard. 
The program for the first week included: a guest appearance and 
singing by Vaughn Monroe, an excerpt from a f orthcoming moving picture, 
an excerpt from the play mr BORROWED TIT!JE. The short adaptation from the 
play was generally found easier to follovr than the excerpt from the picture, I 
however it was reported that although entertaining to a degree, both the 
play and the picture were essentially advertisements. The program of the 1 
, second week featured the West Point Glee Club, Harry James, Gracie Fields, i 
a short sketch commemorating St. Patrick 1 s Day, and a puppet act. The music\' 
was the most enjoyed. 
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III. Rank Order 
In comparison ~ith the other twelve programs, the foll~nng rank 
order was given: 
A. Question One (ability to follow) 
J.:1 IL TON BERLE ED SULLIVAN 
1. Bl i nd: 8.5 Blind: 6. 
2. Si ghted: 9. Sighted: 5. 
I B. Question Two (enjoyment) 
:I l.VIILTON BERLE ED SULLIVAN 
I 1. Bl i nd: 12. Blind: 7.5 
2 . Sighted: 10.5 Sighted: 4. 
C. Log 
"MI LTON BE:RLE : 7 : ED SULLIVAN: 11. 
According to the log, the progran of MILTON BERLE was ranked 7 
in comparison with the other programs; EI) SULLIVP.JI , ll or second from t he 
bottom. 
D. Crime Programs 
DRAGNET 1JffiZ-TV Channel 4 N.B.C. 
Thursday March 5 and 12, 1953 9 :00 p .m. 
Spons ored by Liggett and Meyers 
-~--=-
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BIG TO\iVN lJiTNAC-TV Channel 7 C. B.S. 
Thursday I~la.rch 5 and 12, 1953 9:30 p.m. 
Sponsored by LEVFR BROTt~BS 
I . Results 
A. Question One (ability to follovr) 
DRAGNET BIG TOWN 
1. Bl ind : 1.05 Blind: 1.94 
2. Si ghted: 1.06 Sighted: 2.12 
B. Question Two (enjoymentf) 
1. Blind: 1.38 Blind: 2.35 
2. Sighted : 1.35 Sighted:3. 
I 
In both t he follovving and enjo:nnent of DRAGNET the blind and sightl 
ed were about the same. The blind both followed and enjoyed BIG T~VN bet-
ter than the sighted. 
c. Log 
DRAGNET: seven minutes, seventeen seconds. 
BJG TOVlN : nineteen minutes. 
II. Discussion 
A. DRAGJIJ"'ET. This program has illustrated significantly the fact t hat 
a log is not always a completely reliable i nstrument for determining the 
ability to follow or enjoy a program. Out of t he thirteen programs, DRAGNET' 
ranked second as easiest to follow among the blind, and first with the 
sighted. On the other hand for the log, it was placed tenth in order. 
J\ primary reason for this discrepancy was because most of the action which 
occurred was not n~ce~~ary to ~ew, but m~:r::_e~~ =a~_ded to one's enj_o;ymept_~f 
II 
1 ~9-
t he program. Therefore what appeared at the time to the keeper ~~-the log ~ --
11 
as action necessary to the stOI'iJ turned out later to be clarified enough to 1l 
I· 
In addition, there was continuous II 
1 
dialogue throughout the program with virtually no periods of silence, there'7 
satisfy all but one of t he subjects. 
II 
I fore the 11 l i stener11 did not feel that he was missing any of the action. 
For example: The listener learned that Friday was at the home of a girl I! 
where preparations for a picnic were taking place. II There was verbal dis- I 
cussion regarding the picnic; Friday telephoned his office and the listener I 
learned that all was in order :for their departure. It was not necessary 1
1 
· to see the basket being packed (recorded as sustained action - not necessart ). 
1 Within a short time, Friday is summoned by phone to a hit and run case and I 
the action proceeded. 
The log, on the other hand, indicated that there were t wenty-nine 
1 seconds where the title, scenery, introduction of characters and places 
occurred; twenty-one seconds of action only eight of which were for sus-
tained action (basket preparations etc .), and emotional reactions before 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
the i ntruding phone cancelled t heir plans. The viewer knew t hat the picnic J1
1 the I 1 was planned before there was any discussion of it; he also knew that 
case soon to interrupt the outing was not an accident. 
The general comment of the subjects was, that11 DRAGNET is a fine 
example of police work in action. 11 
B. BIG TOWN 
As indicated above, the log recorded nine~een minutes for this 
program. It is understandable why thi s program was generally not found 
easy to follow or enjoyed more. Rapid changes of scenes were confusing. 
Some said that they ~ere not able to understand the story until late in the 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
II 
I 
:I 
\I 
I 
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progr am. One s ubject not familiar with the progr am believed 
- ...,____- -~-=~ =--~ 
that hi s l a ck I 
II 
of knowl edge of the t echnique used in t he present a tion of the play was part- 1 
II I 
l y res ponsible for hi.s d i f ficulty in following what took place. This idea 1 
ll is not a signif i cant indication t hat familiarity with the program would add 
:1 to one's enjoyTnent or ability to follow, for others with more knowledge of 
I the progr am found it equally diffi cult. Two people who r egularly watch t he 
il program mentioned the poor conti..Dui t y . Eleven out of nineteen who l i stened 
I 
· for b oth weeks complained of i nability to f ollow; this is borne out by the 
!l og which pl aces BIG TC1inf at t he bottom of the list. 
I· 
II III . Rank Order 
A. Question One (ability to follow) 
DRAGNET BIG TCVv1~ 
1. Blind: 2. Blind: 10.5 
2. Si ghted:l. Sighted: 11. 
11 DRAGFET was 
it was r anked number 
'I 
the easiest of all programs to follow for the sighted; 
2. f or the blind. For the enjoyment of DP.AGNET, it 
~!was t he reverse. 
B. Question Two (enjoyment ) 
d 
lj DFJ~GNET BIG TOWN 
I. 
'\ 
1. Bl i nd: 1.5 Blind: 9. 
I, 2. Sighted;2. Sighted: 10.5 
,I 
,I 
I! 
li 
I 
'I 
II 
i' 
II 
:1 
11 
I 
:I 
In comparison with the other twelve BIG TOWN was ranked programs , 
I l\ 
'r i gher for the bli nd than t he sighted i n both following and enjoyment. 
c. Log 
DRAGNET: 10. BIG TOW1-!: 13. 
I 
Accordi ng ~~ -t-he log D:~N~ wa~ :a~~e~, 10 while BIG TUNN was ~13:_ +~~-o-~ 
ll 
II 
or t he l ast of all programs. 
E. Ii!ystery Programs 
SUS PENSE 
Tuesday 
Spons ored by Auto-Lite 
I 
!I DAJ'IQER 
.I 
,I 
I Tuesday 
Spons ored by Ammident. 
I . Results 
VlNAC-TV Channel 7 
March 3 and 10, 1953 
W"NAC-TV Channel 7 
March 3 and 10, 1953 
A. Question One (ability t o follow) 
SUSP&TSE DANGER 
1. Bli nd: 2. 00 Blind: 
C. B.S. 
9:30 p.m. 
C. B.S. 
10:00 p.m. 
2.00 
2. Si ghted: 2.41 Si ghted: 2.20 
The blind followed bot h SUSPF.l·JSE and DANGER better t han the 
s i ghted. 
Questi on Two (enjoyment) 
SUSPENSE DANGER 
l. Blind: 1.61 Bli nd: 2. 86 
·' ,,
Si ghted: 2. Sighted: 3.17 3.30 
II 
11 -41-
11 
I 
II 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
,\ 
:I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The blind enjoyed both pr ograms a good deal more t han t he s ighted. II 
II 
II 
\I 
I 
C.Log. 
SUSPENSE: s ix minutes, thi r ty-eight sec onds; 
DANGER: four minutes, f orty- three seconds. 
I 
I, 
TI. Discussion 
A. SUSPEl'~SE 
As noted in the figures, the blind subjects both followed and 
enj oyed this program considerably more than the sighted; only two out of 
blind · · 
t he nine/subjects had difficulty in following, whereas two - thirds of the lj 
sighted sub j ects found t he program ver s difficult to follow. The author 
;' believes that many of the sub jects who regularly watch t his program were II 
'I ;I 
~I annoyed and irritated with the vi sual element of this program removed. 
In addition, the majority of them mentioned poor continuity as a reason 
for their inability to follow better. 
For example: In t he first program the sound of a parade was heard 
I 
;I 
·' at the beginning of the play with nearly two minutes (113 sec.) of action 
before the first word was spoken. The log describes t hat t his action in-
eluded: t he i ntroduction of characters, scenes, a hold-up, the t hief by 
I 
several different devices changed his appearance and joined t he merrymakers J 
I t was not until later i n this play t hat these facts became apparent to the 1! 
I· 
listener. By this time four sighted subjects had become lost. Considerabl I 
I' ,I 
i magination was required, as well as patience on t he part of the listener I 
in order t o understand the program. 
During t he second week, t he play was found to be nearly as con-
fusing. The story was about the famous Lizzie Borden Case of Fall River, 
Massachusetts. She was on trial for murder. The flash-back technique was 
used between t he courtroom where her trial was taking place and her home 
just before the !TRlrder. (Notice reference to flash-back on pa ge 2.) The 
• shift i ng from courtroom to home and back to courtroom was confusing to 
several listeners. Some were i n doubt as to the outcome of the story . 
I 
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The play ended with Lizzie Borden being acquitted by the jury, although 'i there 
was still considerable doubt of her innocence among the natives of Fall Riv~ 
er. Subjects were left uncertain. .A few listeners were familiar with the !I 
story and t here fore knew the outcome . 
B. DANGER 
D.Al"GER was also followed and enjoyed more by the blind than the 
sighted, though half as many s ighted subjects listened to the programs. 
For both weeks together out of fifteen subjects who heard the programs, 
;j poor continuity was mentioned t welve times, although in comparison with 
i t he other twelve programs, it was ranked sixth according to the log. 
In addi tion t hey mentioned poor quality seven times; three dis-
liked t he t ype of show. It was also mentioned that music throughout the 
J play was es pecially irritating; t he strumming of a guitar was heard often 
1l times with action taking place and no words s poken. 
I 
I III . Rank Order 
A. Question One (ability to follow) 
SUSPEli'SE DP.NGER 
l. Blind: 12 • .5 Blind: 12 • .5 
2. Sighted: 13. Sighted: 12. 
In comparison wit h the other t welve programs, SUSPENSE and DANGER 
·I were the mos t di fficult to follow for both groups. 
B. Question Two (enjoyment) 
SUSPENSE DANGER 
l. Blind: L .• Blind: 13. 
2 . Si ghted :_ 12. § i~gl]__\L~9-: _13. 
~ 
II 
II 
I 
jl 
I 
I 
I 
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The blind enjoyed SUSPEi\TSE a good deal more than the sighted. 
I 
lj For the blind it was ranked 4. and 12. for the sighted. DANGER was the 
:I 
! 
I 
,j 
I 
,I 
I 
!I 
least enjoyed of all programs for both groups. 
c. Log 
Accordi ng t o the log DANGER was ranked 6. and SUSPENSE 9. 
F. Dramas 
HOBERT MONTGOMERY PHESENTS WBZ-TV Channel 4 N.B.C. 
Monday March 2 and 9, 19.53 9:30 p.m. 
Sponsored by Lucky Strike - Johnson Wax 
PHILCO- GOODYEAR PlAYHOUSE VfBZ-TV Channel 4 N.B.C. 
Sunday March 8 and 1.5, 19.53 9:00 p.m. 
Sponsored by Philco-Goodyear 
FIP.ES IDE THEATER WBZ-TV Channel 4 N. B.C. 
Tuesday March 3 and 10, 19.53 9:00 p.m. 
Sponsored by Ivory Soap - Crisco 
I. Results 
A. Question One (ability to follow) 
ROBERT MONTGOMERY PRF..SEI\!TS: PH ILCO-GOODYEAR: 
1. Blind: 1.78 Blind: 1.94 
2. Sighted: 2. 06 Sighted: 1.71 
--=---~-= -
FIRF.:S IDE THEATER: 
Blind: 1.23 
Sighted: 1. 82 
II 
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I 
I 
II 
II 
lj 
li 
I 
I 
!I 
'I 
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B. Question Two (enjoyment) 
.I ROBERT MONTGO:MF.RY PRESENTS; PHILCO-GOODYEAR; FIRESIDE THEATER; 
1. Blind: 
2. Sighted: 
1.93 
2.37 
Blind: 2.37 Blind: 1.82 
Sighted: 2.22 Sighted: 2.29 
Of the three dramas, the blind followed and enjoyed FIRESIDE 
THEATER best: t !ley also followed and enjoyed ROBERT MONTGOJvlERY PRESENTS 
better than the sighted. The sighted followed and enjoyed PHILCO-GOODYEAR 
, PLAYHOUSE better than the blind. 
il 
I 
I' 
tl 
I' 
ill 
i] 
II 
!, 
,j 
II 
'I 
'I 
c. Log 
ROBERT MO:t\ITGO:MERY PRESENTS; 
eighteen minutes, 
54 seconds 
II. Discussion 
PHILCO-GOODYEAR; 
6 minutes 
A. ROBERT MONTGOMERY PRESENTS 
FIRESIDE THEATER; 
2 minutes, . 
59 seconds 
This program clearly demonstrates why it was necessarJ to conduct 
the experiment over a second week. For the first program, fourteen out of 
sixteen subjects followed the program with no difficulty; two with some, 
one of whom disliked the nature of the play. Except for this one subject 
all others enjoyed it. Performance and quality were mentioned as being 
particularly outstanding. 
In striking ccntrast was the s how of the second week; ten out of 
I! t hirteen subjects had considerable difficulty in following t he program, 
I 
II five of whom could not follow it at all. The other three followed with some 
!I difficulty. The subjects commented that this play was very inferior to Mr. 
I 
I 
I 
. II the log recorded a sharp compar1son
1 
'• 
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,1 Montgomery's usual quality. In addition 
Qet:yieen the t-w_o-=-w~_ek_g,.. __ J:1 _;hndic.§ted ~nl _f_or~:ty_,.eight_ s_ec_onds- oL- act-ion i'.or -_ --
1\ 
I 
I 
II 
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t he f i rst week contrasted agai nst e i ghteen minutes, and six seconds 
second week. Thi s di sportioru11ent brought the rank of the log down to the 
I twelfth place, only six seconds less t han the total amount of time re-
corded for two weeks · of BIG TQlJilN ( 19 ninutes and last on the list. ) There-
fore an interesting questiol'). presents itself. Did the subjects find the I 
, play inferior because the program itself was 
had so much difficulty in following it: . 
. I 
of poor quality or because the~ 
I 
II 
II. Discussion 
B. PHILCO-GOODYEAR PLAYHOUSE 
After analyzing the comment,s given by the subjects it appears that I 
the poor quality of the two programs of the PHILCO-GOODYEAR PLAYHOUSE was 1 
. . , 
largely responsible for their lack of enjoyment. Their comments were: that 1
1 
. . I 
\
1 
the subject matter was inferior; t~e plots were weak and thin; the action 
,I 
I' 
·I 
of the stories moved too slowly; the performances were poor; eleven times 
., the continuity was mentioned as being poor. 
I 
I 
For the first week, out of sixteen subjects, only six follcrr;ed I 
with no difficulty; two were CC?mpletely void as to the meaning of the play. 
1 For the second week out of fourteen subjects, only five followed with no 
difficulty; for this week two other subjects mentioned that they were at a 
grams with no difficulty, it is probabJLe that the plays did not hold the 
With about half of the subjects following the pro- lj 
II 
1 complete loss or void. 
interest of the other subjects. 
C. FIRES IDE THEATER 
It is evident that the blind both followed and enjoyed FIRESIDE 
' I' 
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sighted subjects heard the programs. 
li For the first week, out of nine blind subjects, ~ followed 
I 
. 11 with no difficulty as compared with two of the nine sighted subjects. Six 
1 sighted people commented on~ continuity. Tt was also mentioned that 
!I they had difficulty in distinguishing characters, for there were too many 
~~ voices, however one who followed the program well, felt that it could be 
II 
·l readily adapted for radio. Rapid changes of scenes were confusing; there 
,I 
were many actions which took place that were not explained to the lllistener" 
1 until late in the story, although according to the log, this program was 
I' 
1\ ranked fifth. (See example of the log in the previous section on page 20.) 
II The blind enjoyed as well as followed the program of the first 
week much better than the sighted. I t is the author's opinion that this 
" was probably because the blind have been compelled to learn to distinguish 
people's voices; they may be better able to identify sounds. 
For the second week, the majority of the subjects in both groups 
followed with no difficulty; the sighted having followed and enjoyed this 11 
week very much more. 
L 
\I 
.! 
II 
II 
I 
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III. Rank Order 
1 ROBERT MONTGOMERY PRESENTS; PHILCO-GOODYEAR; 
,, 
I' 
1: :: 
Question One (ability to follow) 
Blind: 8.5 Blind: 10.5 
,, 
I. 2. Sighted: 10. Sighted: 6. 
II 
J! I' 
:1 B, Quest ion Two (enjoyment ) 
1. Blind: 
2. Sighted: 
I 
6. 
7.5 
Blind: 10. 
S:ighted: 5. 
FIRES IDE TB-:EA TER 
Blind: 3.5 
Siehted: 8. 
Blind: 
Sighted: 
5. 
6. 
For the blind the rank order of both ROBERT MONTGOMERY PRESENTS II I' 
II 
and FIRESIDE TEEATER was higher in their ability to follow and enjoy than 
for the sighted. For the PHILCO-GOODYEAR PLAYHOUSE, the rank order for 
following and enjoyment of the sighted was much higher than the blind. 
I 
II 
H 
lj 
jl 
II 
:I 
!I 
I 
,, 
II 
I 
I \j 
lj c. Log 
II ROBERT l«JNTGOMERY PRESENTS; E!!ILCO-GOODYEAR; F:OOSIDE THEATER; I 
'I According to the log FIRESIDE THEATER was ranked fifth for action 11 
I on the screen; PHILCO-GOODYEAR PLAYHOUSE was ranked eighth; and ROB&~T 
I' 
·: MONTGOMF..JIT PRESENTS twelfth, or next to the bottom. 
II 
II 
!I 
II 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS 
The first objective of this experiment was: 
A. By nature of the fact that blind and sighted people may have 
different backgrounds and experiences, is one group better able to compre-
hend an oral presentation of television than another? 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
II I. 
lj 
I 
It bas been stated that in this experiment the subjects were divid~ 
ed into two separate groups : blind and sighted. They both heard the same II'. 
thi rteen programs with neither group being permitted to see what was tak- II 
I 
ing place on the screen. Promptly after each program, the subjects answer- I 
I! 
ed a questionnaire upon wh~ch they indicated how they had follmved t he pro- ii 
gram and their degree of enjoyment of them. A rank order was set up to 
, determine how much each program was followed and enjoyed in comparison 
~ ( !I with the other twelve programs, and how each of the two groups the blind 
II 
1 and sighted) reacted to one program in comparison with t he others. A 
separate rank order was established for the log. The log, 
fore, was used to determine the amount of time t hat action 
as mentioned be- li 
took place on 
1' the screen. By formulating a rank order of the log for each program as 
compared with t he others, it was possible to determine to some degree how 
II 
reliable an instrument the log would be in predicting the ability to follow
11 
and t he enjoyment of a program. 1! 
In order to reach some satisfactory conclusions about this experi- 1j 
ment these three separate rank orders were correlated to determine to what II 
degree there was a correspondi ng positive or negative relationship, and to j 
I 
' w3at degree each group coincided with the other. A perfect positive corre- ~ 
to number one, the greater 1 
I 
'I II 
lation would be plus one; the nearer a fi gure is 
degree of relationship exists between the two items being compared. The 
-==- -:- -==-- =-=------- -: -=- ~- -= =~- --.::::~ --- - - - -
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I 
lower, or further a figure is from number one, there is a smaller 
~---=--=-I 
relation- ·. 
I 
I 
ship between the two items be i ng compared. 11 
First of all, it was found t hat the blind and sighted sub jects lj 
,, 
both followed and enjoyed t he programs almost equally well; however the 11 
blind followed and enjoyed t hem a l ittle better. There was a positive 
correlation of • 85 f or t he blind, and • 64 for t he sighted. 
The amount of action in the programs did not necessarily corres-
pond with the ability to follow the programs, because it was discovered 
II ~~ t hat the log could not be completely relied upon in predicting how the 
II s ub j ects could follcn"l t he programs. There was a low correlation of .45 
for t he blind and • 35 for t he s ighted. In this case t he difference between 
t he t wo groups was too small to be of any significance. 
'I 
It appears t hat there was practically no relationship between the !II 
amount of action in the programs and t hei r enjoyment by the subjects, for 
1: I 
i t was found that the log was a completely unreliable instrument in predictl 
ing enjoyment. There was a very low correlation of • 02 for the blind and II 
.20 for t he sighted; t herefore t he enjoyment of the programs did not co-
i ncide at all wi.th the log. 
I t was interesting to compare how the subjects followed the 
1 
programs wi th t heir enjoyment of them. There was a hi gh correlation of 
. 90 f or t he si ghted and .65 for t he blind. This means that the sighted 
apparently did not enjoy what t hey could . not follow nearly as much as the 
I 
!J blind. One explanation for thi s discrepancy may be t hat t he blind have 
'l probably adjusted themselves to situations where they have been frequently 
I 
II 
:I I 
'1 l eft out because they could not see what was happening. Some have probably !1 
' heard televi sion programs with sighted companions only filling in on some 
~~- -=---~ ----
!I 
I 
I 
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II 
I 
of the details; they might have attended movies or plays which have present~ 
IJ 
ed a similar situation; there may have been certain social occasions where 
the blind have felt left out because they could not see what was happening ; li 
ji 
:1 t herefore it is understandable that they have developed more tolerance • . As II 
I' II was mentioned in the discussion of I LO "~.TE LUCY, some sighted subjects who ~ 
regularly watch this program were especially frustrated because they had 
been denied, at least to some _extent, their usual enjoyment of this show. 
I 
I 
~ II 
11
,; The blind did not have quite the same frustrating circillnstances wit h which ~~ -
I 
li 
,I 
ll 
'I 
'1! 
II 
,, 
to contend. 
I 
I 
'• 
It was also concluded that the blind had followed the programs a 
l 
1 
little better than the sighted. In the discussion of FIRESIDE THEATER, it 
was brought out t hat t he blind, by the nature of thei r handicap have of 
necess i ty been trained t o distinguis.h voices for the purpose of identifica-
tion. Therefore it might have been easier for t hem to become acquainted 
with different characters earlier than t he sighted. I t is also possible 
that t he blind may have developed a keener sense of distinguishing sound 
effects ·which would assist them in following t he programs. Ih addition, 
it might be that since t he blind receive little or no visual stimuli, they 
I' 
found it easier to concentrate more on what they heard. 'I Perhaps in similar 1 
situat ions to this experiment, t hey have had a greater opportunity to devel- 1 
I 
op i magination. However, consideri ng the fact t hat t here was such a small 1 
difference between the two groups, t here i s insufficient evidence that blind \ 
!I people are better able to follow and enjoy television programs than sighted I 
I 
1 
people when placed in the same circumstances. 
I B. 
I 
1
• ly television programs can be followed and enjoyed without watching the sere 
=-"'~ -=--·==-·=--= ..,-_ -=- = -- -- ~~~c 
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In the interview, one of the questions asked of the blind subjects, 
cally, was wbether they thought that television was of any value to the 
blind in general. Eight sighted people gave their reactions and opinions 
of "blind" television without being asked. The sighted stated that they :
1 
were nervous, frustrated and thought t hat too much imagination was required1 
·I 
for some of the programs; they could see no value for the blind without 11 
more clues given; they also commented that at the present time many of the 
II 
programs on television were mediocre. !j 
,I 
Two blind people said t hat television was a happy surprise, it !J 
furnis hed a sense of realism; they did not appreciate what they had missed 
before. 
I 
II Another subject though, felt "inadequate11 with many of the programs, 
and did not enjoy being placed in the compulsory s Huaticns of the experi- •I 
II 
I ment. The general opinion of the blind subjects was t hat most of t he pro-
grams on televis i on were mediocre; and that t here was little value at the II 
present t ime for the "listener" without additional explanation or clues t o ' 
most programs. -- . 
;1 i 
r Three( prople 
1\ able to a 11 list.';~ing11 audience. However Ed Sullivan 1 s TOAST OF TEE TCJ1YN 
t hought that variety shows in general were not suit-
il was ranked 4th in enjoyment f or the sighted which would indicate that some 
11 
pleasure could be derived from those acts which had an appeal to the ear as I' 
well as t he eye. I 
Four people thought t hat comedy was not sui table for mere 11 listen- I 
i ng ." The experiment has shovvn that pantomime t hroughout a program may 
• p;reatly handicap the "listener" in both following and enjoying t he show. 
In I LOVE LUCY t he stori es depict ludicrous situations with far fetched 
plots. Antics is an important technique for giving the viewer t he utmost 
( ' ::.1 / I 
f 
:I 
,, 
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1
, satisfaction; much action needs to be seen in order to be enjoyed. The 1 
I 
II 
II 
II 
IJ 
II 
II 
I 
ADVENTURF..S OF OZZ IE Mill HARRIET hmvever, were followed and enjoyed much 
First of all the stories generally are built around more plausible situa-
tions. There j_s vi rtually no pantonume; the greater part of the humor in 
this program is derived from what is said rather than from what is done. 
It should be recalled t hat the ADVENTURES OF OZZIE AND R~RRJET program was 
ranked first on the list for enjoyment for both groups in comparison with 
I the other twelve programs. 
II 
;I 
II 
I 
:I 
The general opinion of both groups was that any play could be 
adapted for "listening11 wi th a few additional clues being given. How ade-
quately crime, mystery and dramatic programs can be followed and enjoyed 
without vision may depend on two considerations. First : the nature of the 
__....-----::; 
story and whether action is subordinated to dialogue o~visa yersa in its 
.-... " 
presentation . An example can be cited' from ROBERT MON TGOMERY PRESENTS . 
1 For the f j_rst week of the experiment, the story contained enough dialogue 
,I 
ll 
,I 
to be followed and enjoyed easily. The log recorded only forty-eight see-
onds of action, or less than a minute. The complete reverse was true for 
It 
II 
I 
- . .\ 
i 
I !I 
I' 
the second program. Over eighteen minutes was recorded on the log for which! 
I 
li 
I' 
I 
action took place. 
The second consideration is: a program may utilize a fairly con-
sistant t echnique from week to week which makes it easier to predict in ad-
, vance whether that program can be followed and enjoyed. An example may be 
found in DRAGNET. In both programs of the experiment a comprehensive story 
was presented verbally. Action on the screen which was not explained at 
the time it occurred, was later clarified sufficiently for the "listener." 
! 
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I t is my opinion that one specific conunent which most closely 
answers the question of how well proe;rams may be followed and enjoyed is: 
11 it depends on t he indi vidual and the program." Programs Yfill vary in I . 
t beir requirements of vision necessary f or enjoyment . People will vary 
as to how well they adjust to situations in which t hey have been partially 
left out. 
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